
Welcome
The Portals Promise

At Portals, we’ve been making paper for the world’s leading security printers for over 
300 years, constantly refining our processes and driving innovation to meet the needs 
of both customers and partners.  

We proudly work together with you to produce the highest quality banknotes and 
vitally important national documents such as passports, identity papers and high 
security certificates.

Trusted to deliver to the highest standards, on time, every time, you can be sure that 
our promise is as good as the paper it’s printed on.

Expert Paper Makers

This new interactive kit has been specially designed by our in house experts to  
guide you through how watermarks are made and the paper making process.  
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Watermarking 

    

Cylinder mould

The Cylinder mould watermark is considered to offer the highest security of any 
watermark type.  It is a three dimensional watermark giving beautiful clarity and 
high image definition. In cylinder mould papermaking, the watermarks are created 
as the paper is formed. The resulting watermark has exceptional security detail 
because the watermark is formed as an intrinsic part of the paper sheet.

High quality cylinder mould watermarks, such as the ones made here at Portals,  
are virtually impossible to simulate effectively.

 

Fourdrinier watermark

Fourdrinier watermarks, conversely, are more common and less complex to produce.  
The fordrinier method of watermarking creates a dual-tone, high contrast feature.  
In this process, the paper is mostly formed before the watermark is created with an 
impression roll, known as a dandy roll, embossing the watermark design into the wet 
paper sheet. 
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How to use this kit
1)   This interactive paper making kit has been created 

with similar functionality to a small website, allowing 
you to navigate through it at your own pace and 
order. Simply click on one of the thumbnails above 
to move to that page, or on the relevant part of the 
Process infographic to access more information.

2)   In the bottom right corner of every page, we have 
three icons: Home, Index and Process.

Home takes you back to the Welcome page

Index brings you back to this page.  
To navigate, simply click on any of the 
thumbnails and it will take you to that page

Process shows how paper is made as an 
infographic.  You can hyperlink to any stage of 
the process to learn more just by clicking on one 
of the 1 – 8 yellow arrows.

3)   At the end of the kit we have a Resources section 
where you can access and download some of our 
materials and also a contact us link should you require 
any further information
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Design
Design sits at the very start of the process. 

We have a highly experienced and dedicated team, with over 20 years of experience, on hand ready to 
interpret customer artwork or requests for watermark concepts into workable, functional watermarks. 
Designs typically depict portraits, national crests or emblems, but can also inlcude pattern work, letters 
and numbering.

Our design studio is equipped with modern computer aided design equipment which when combined 
with the Portals knowledge base of paper, print and security feature manufacturing techniques, 
ensures that the processes from design to issuance and use are as seamless and secure as possible. 

Portals has the capability to combine cylinder mould and electrotype watermarking capabilities 
seamlessly – enhancing the complexity of the watermark thereby, significantly increasing security. 

Good design makes a watermark an even more powerful security feature and should be used as an 
integral part of the overall design to complement the print and other security features.

At the design stage, other security substrate features are defined such as the inclusion of threads, fibres 
and / or the integration of specialist watermark features such as  Textmark™, Cornerstone®  
and Edgestone™.
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Innovation
Our innovation approach is built 
around 3 pillars to support our 
customers current and future 
needs for security and durability

For example;

Our New Product Introduction team work closely with our pool of security feature suppliers to ensure 
that we are ready to incorporate or wholly innovate new, complementary security features suited to the 
secure document in question.   

Our dedicated subject matter experts (SMEs), covering all areas across the business, are constantly 
working on the identification of innovative solutions to enhance our processes, procedures and products.  
This will ensure that our products continue to evolve, maintaining the highest levels of quality and security 
to keep us one step ahead of the forgers and counterfeiters.  Our SMEs maintain regular contact with 
the specialist fraud investigation teams that evaluate new ways of attacking our documents, constantly 
keeping their knowledge up to date.

Our SMEs and New Product Introduction team work closely together to develop and introduce new, often 
bespoke, security features for a wide range of uses. 

In addition to product and feature innovation, Portals also innovates and invests in its manufacturing 
processes to make production continually more efficient and sustainable.
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Raw materials & Stock preparation
The basic raw materials that are used in the manufacture of high quality security paper  
are cotton, wood pulp, dyes & pigments, energy, water and any durability or performance 
enhancing chemical treatments.

The raw materials are carefully blended to produce a “stock” prior to papermaking. The blend recipes 
(known as “furnishes”) are carefully engineered to ensure that the finished paper requirements for 
watermark clarity and technical specification are met. 

The security fibres, chemical sensitisation and other bespoke security features are continuously 
metered into the papermaking process to ensure the steady and consistent marriage of features  
and furnish to meet specification. 

Cotton is used for banknote production because 
of its long fibre length.  This gives the paper its 
high durability and distinctive feel. Made from 
a combination of comber waste and cotton 
linter pulp, by-products of the cotton industry, 
Portals use world class refiners in a continuous 
process to break down the cotton pulp to deliver 
optimum fibre length and quality for banknote 
papermaking.

Our wood pulps are sourced globally and all 
come from sustainable sources and are backed 
by The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification (PEFC). Portals is proud to have 
been granted Chain of Custody certification by 
the PEFC and support their efforts in promoting 
worldwide sustainable forest management.
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The watermark cylinder mould cover
The origination of a mould cover begins at the design stage. The artwork to be used for a watermark 
is carefully manipulated, reworked and converted into a 3D digital image suitable for watermarking.
 This image is then engraved into brass plates known as die (positive image) and matrix (negative 
image) plates. 

The die and matrix containing the watermark images, are used in combination to emboss the image 
into a fine bronze wire mesh cloth. The embossings are made in specific locations in the cloth to ensure 
the watermarks appear in registered positions in the final paper. 

 The embossed cloth, known as the face cloth is reinforced with multiple layers of thicker wire mesh and 
then the ends are brought together to form a hollow cylinder and a precision welded seam is made. 

Electrotypes are typically grown via an electroforming method and welded to the mould cover piece 
by piece. 

The mould cover is then re-checked and stretched onto an expanding metal cylinder to create  
a cylinder mould suitable for use in a paper machine.  Mould cover origination is inspected repeatedly, 
both manually and digitally, at every stage of the process, including during paper manufacture. 
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Paper making at the wet end: 
Watermark formation
A stock of water, pulp and security features is pumped into the vat at what is referred  
to as the ‘wet end’ of the paper machine. The cylinder mould is submerged in the vat. 

As the cylinder mould turns, the water in the stock drains through it and the fibre is left behind  
on the surface. 

As the water drains through the cover and the paper sheet is formed, the paper fibres bond  
in and around the contours of the mould cover to create the watermark.

The security thread is fed from bobbins onto the mould cover at this end of the process where  
they can be either fully embedded or create a windowed effect in the paper.
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Paper making at the dry end: 
Drying, presses and calenders
As the paper emerges from the vat it is transferred to a porous woven fabric which carries it to the 
next part of the paper machine – at this point, the paper is fully formed; however, it is still very wet 
at approximately 80% water. 

The watermarked paper is then subjected to a drying process in which it is wrapped around a series  
of steam heated metal cylinders known as dryer cylinders. 

It may sound simple, but the pressure of the steam and the speed of the machine must be tightly 
controlled to ensure a gradual drying gradient down the machine that preserves the registration  
of the paper features whilst also achieving the correct end moisture for the finished paper. 

Following an initial drying stage, the paper is then submerged into what is known as a ‘size press or 
bath’, where surface treatments, suitable for subsequent printing processes, are coated to the paper. 
Following the size press, the paper is fed though a second dryer section to dry the surface treatment. 

The paper is then run through a set of smoothing cylinders, known universally as “calenders”. In this 
process the paper passes between two or more large rollers which are pressing against each other 
under high pressure. This process gives the paper its final desired thickness and smoothness. 
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Quality inspection and testing 
Throughout the entire paper making process, we test process hundreds of critical parameters 
to ensure that manufacturing conditions are stable. This includes in line advanced, automatic 
systems monitoring grammage, thickness, colour, porosity and moisture in real time.

Sophisticated camera systems are also monitoring the paper, verifying the watermark quality and 
position, monitoring thread positions, fibre densities and also checking for any visual defects.

Our inspection stations are located at every stage throughout manufacture, to ensure conformity to 
customer requirements. 

We ensure numerous samples from the continuous reels are tested against the approved customer 
specification by trained personnel using a range of sophisticated equipment in our temperature  
and humidity controlled quality laboratories.

Samples are retained at the packing stage for our own archive, for our customers and as a point  
of reference for future business.
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Surface applications & finishing
Once the paper is made, we have the option to add additional coatings and applied features such 
as foil stripes and iridescent bands to our papers.

Our high security papers can be supplied in either webs or sheets, depending on the customer 
requirement. If our customer requires web wrapped material, we will slit the reel into the desired web 
widths and wrap, ready for dispatch.

For all paper that is to be supplied in sheeted format, we count either as we cut the paper into sheets 
or using reliable, automated counting machines that count two corners of each ream simultaneously 
to guarantee an accurate sheet count. 

Reams of paper (500 sheets) are then wrapped or bulk packed onto pallets and stored in a secure 
warehouse ahead of dispatch.
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Resources
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Cylinder Mould Made 
Watermarked Paper

Banknote 
Datasheet

Cylinder Mould Made 
Watermarks

Optiks®

Banknote 
Datasheet

Optiks®

Cornerstone® & EdgestoneTM

Banknote 
Datasheet

Cornerstone®  
& Edgestone™

Secure Window

Banknote 
Datasheet

Secure Window

TextmarkTM

Banknote 
Datasheet

Textmark™

Fibres

Banknote 
Datasheet

Security Fibres

Platinum®

Banknote 
Datasheet

Platinum®

Enigma®

Banknote 
Datasheet

Enigma®

Banknotes



Resources
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Identity and Security Papers

Contact Us
For more information, any questions or queries,  
please contact us as below:

Overton Mill 
Station Road 
Overton 
Hants 
RG25 3SE

+44 (0)1256 770 770 
info@portalspaper.com 
portalspaper.com

Passport Datasheet

Cylinder Mould 
Watermarked Paper

Cylinder Mould Made 
Watermarks

Passport Datasheet

Fibres & Planchettes

Fibres & Planchettes

Datasheet

Cornerstone® & EdgestoneTM

Cornerstone®  
& Edgestone™

Passport Datasheet

TextmarkTM

Textmark™

Datasheet

SkylightTM

Skylight™

Passport Datasheet

Security Threads

Security Threads
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